Abstmet-ln this paper we present a new approach for blind identification of Single Input Single Output (SISO) and Multiple Inputs Single Output (MISO) FIR channels with nonminimum phase. The approach is based on minimizing a cost function built of the problem unknown parameters and a vector of measurements achieved by passing the received data through a known parallel set of FIR filters followed by samples averaging. Averaging is done according to certain functions that have Higher Order Statistics (HOS) content and that their assymptotical mean can be expressed in closed form. The main advantages of this approach are its high probability of identification S U E E~S S when considering statistical channels, its ability to obtain reliable channel estimates in low SNR using short records of samples and its unsensitivity to overestimation of the channel order.
INTRODUCTION LIND Identification of nonminimum phase linear sys-
B tems hrls attracted a great attention in recent years.
One of it,s niost important applications is for the design of opt,inial receivers in digital communicat,ion where data bursts with independent, cliannel between them (for exaim ple due to mobility, frequency hopping, unknown source) are used and where knowing the current channel inipulse response is required without wasting bandwidth by transmission of traimiing sequences. The only available information at the receiver for the sake of channel identification is the received data and some statistical information about the transmitted input data where the most common assumption in digital communication systems is that data is i.i.d with known distribution and noise is AWGN.
In Non-linear optimization solutions [ll] 17). Closed form solutions are theoretically important, but are not practical. Linear Algebra solutions are usually sinlplier than the Non-lineu ones but are less accurate. Non-linear optimization solutions give much accurate channel estimation hut they require complex non-linear Optimization processes and they can converge to a local minimum. In all those methods the main disadvantage is the requirement for relatively large records of samples (e.g thousands far FIR channels of five taps) to enahle ctnnulants estimation with sufficiently low variance. The method that have the best performance, at least to our knowledge, when using relatively short records of samples (hundreds when other methods require thousands) is the EVI method [9] 1101 to which we w-Ill compare our new niet.hod.
The method to he presented doesn't use cuinulants in an explicit way. It can incorporate implicitly cumulants of any order and as we will see later it can use the Cuniulants Generating Function itself. Its main advantage is its high probability of identification success when consid-
performance over large numher of randoni channels. In digital communication, MLSE success or failure is a more suitable criteria for channel estimation success than the common known criteria of Normalized Mean Square Error (NMSE) between the true channel and the est,imated one. kILSE success, i.e having low enough BER, suggests that further improvement is possible for example when continuing channel estimation improvement and data detection with a probabilistic approach like (131 or a Per-SaruivorProcessing (PSP) based method [14] . MLSE failure iiidicates that estiiiiation is too bad to continue with.
Other advantages of our iiiethod are its ability to give very good channel estimates using relatively small records of samples and for very IOW SNR, its robustness to overestimation of the channel order (other methods require knowledge of the exact order) its relative simplicity and flexibility to adapt to various types of HOS functions where usually in explicit cumulants fitting methods cunibersome managing and measuring of all cumulants is required.
PRESENTATION OF THE METHOD
The received samples at the output of a SISO linear discretetime channel with finite inipulse response
0-7803-7946-2/03/$17.00 02003 IEEEwhere { I @ ) } is the transmitted data sequence and { n ( k ) } is an additive noise. Our problem is to estimate the channel coefficients { h ( k ) } from a record of samples. The only information that we have is that {l(k)} is an i.i.d sequence with zero mean and known nongaussian distribution. We also know that the noise is AWGN with zero mean. The channel order is unknown but can be bounded. The measurement will be done simply by where N , is the number of available samples, t i ( k ) is the i f h filter output and g(.) is any deterministic function including the trivial case of g(c) = c. In order to have more accurate samples averaging, a p e cially when using small records of samples, ignoring the first q -1 samples of the received block is preferable. q is an upper hound of the channel length.
The function f(.) to be used must be a one that its expactation can he expressed explicitly in terms of channel coefficients, AWGN noise variance N o / 2 and the known coefficients of the FIR filters set. So that
3. Solve the following problem to get the vector of un-
h0WnS (4)
where C ( . ) is a cost function. In this paper we will give simulation results for solving the following simple Least Squares problem 
where p is the iteration index of the algorithm and X is the Levenbeig-MarqzLardt(LM) parameter which insures convergence. Since channel length is hounded to q and the solution of The "Scan Mode" approach uses e = q inital channel estimations where in each of these initial points one different tap is active while the others equal zero. Activating the LM method for a few number of iterations per a starting point and then selecting the one with the minimum intermediate error gave us a very good initial guess to continue with.
DEMONSTRATION OF THE METHOD
In this paper we will demonstrate the method for two specific functions assuming that transmitted data is BPSK modulated with { I ( K ) } having equal probability of being {+l,-l}. We will use each of the functions s e p arately to solve the problem of identifying the unknown channel (we can also use a mixed set of the equations).
The channel coefficients will be real and for avoiding scaling ambiguity we will assume that channel norm equals one (in many papers scaling ambiguity is solved by assuming that h(0) = 1. We think that it is not a good idea in cases that h(0) is very close to zero).
The first statistical function that we will use is
and the second one is
The first function is actually the Cumulants Generating Function (CGF) of the received samples, logE eJWl Y see (121. The second function as we will see later is composed of qth and 2Izd order statistics of the received data. 
where we have used the fact that odd moments of s i ( k ) and vi(k) equal zero, since their probability distribution is even. The first part of (11) is Using the closed-form expressions of (15) and (10) it is now simple to express the Jacobian matrix A where for the case of logE [ejz*'k)] the gradients are (19) Now that we have +i and A we just have to measure pi to complete the equations set. The measuremelit will be done by simple empirical averaging on each of the FIR filters out,puts where i = 1,. . . , S accordiug to (2) . Following the algorithm steps described in section-11, using each of the measured values and assyniptotical expressions of the two functions presented, will give us an estimation of the unkuown channel coefficieuts and the unknown AWGN variance.
Referring to the function logE [ e j z i ( k ) ] , we can see that it is very close to tlie E [z:(k)] case if we replace log(cos(.)) with its dominant Tailor series expansion terms.
IV. SIMULATIONS A N D RESULTS
In this section we will present some simulation results. Our simulations were obtained on 2000 random real channels for small records of samples and on 10000 random real channels for large blocks of samples, each channel is of 5 taps. Each channel was iiornialized to unit energy. The modulatiou we have used is BPSK. For our method we have selected + = E [z4(k)] using 55 FIR filters in "Span Mode" and coinparisoil was made with the EVI [9] ,[10) method.
We also did some comparisons with the GM method but the number of samples that were required for the GM method was of the order of thousands and even tens of thousands and it also had very low probability of success (about 40% -50%) as we will define it later.
Most of the papers dealing with Blind Channel Identification methods use the NMSE as the main parameter for performance comparison between methods and this is usualy done with regard to a very few specific channels.
A more suitable criteria which we will use in this paper, is the probability of MLSE failure when using random set of channels. From statistical empirical results on thousands of channels estimations we have observed that the MLSE BER in case the NMSE is larger than 0.15 is very high (e.g > 0.05) relative to the expected BER when using the true channel. This suggests that if NMSE> 0.15 then no further improvement of the estimation can he achieved by using additional steps of data aided iterations and it is considered as a failure.
From figure (2) we can see that for all block lengths starting from as low as 144 samples per block and up to 1000 samples per block and for all SNR, our method has about twice lower probability of failure relative to EVI. In both methods the probability of success is above 90% for SNR of 15dB and up and for all block lengths. For block lengths higher the 500 samples we reach more than 99% of success. Regarding results where NMSE< 0.15 we saw hy histograms that the new method and EVI give about the same values.
Another result that we can report is that the new method is not sensitive to Critical Channels or to cases where we have fiew identical taps. Cases to which other methods are sensitive [lo] .
Regarding c-channel interferer presence, we have used random channels of 3 taps each and random interferer channels of also 3 taps each. The C / I that we have used was of lOdl3 and modulation type was BPSK. Using our new method with the modified expression of (3) according to the MISO problem formulation we have identified the channels with NMSE as good as in the SISO cases.
V. CONCLUSION
We present a new blind channel identification method for the SISO and MISO cases where no oversampling or antenna diversity is present. The new method gives a very high probability of channel identification when looking at a large number of random channels. The method is proved by simulations to have advantage relative to other methods when considering small records of samples, low SNR and unknown channel order. There is still work to be done in investigating how many equations are required, how to select better the FIR filters coefficients and in analysing its performance and its identifiability criteria. 
